ABSTRACT
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*AdvancedProjectDevelopmentPariamanRegent Office* aims to achieve efficiency and effectiveness in the administration of the government district of Padang Pariaman, and provision of office facilities themselves.

Activities undertaken during the *Golf Industry Practice (PLI)* 2nd month is as follows: read the image, observe the work of Cut & Fill, observe the work of beam and slab floor, observing the work talud stone, as well as consultation with a supervisor in the field.

Some of the work performed in the field has been delayed, this is because the contractor is only based on the time schedule and does not have a network planning, in this thesis was appointed to the case study entitled "*Analysis of Network Planning and Time Planning Schedule in Advanced Development Projects Office Regent Pariaman*"

From the planning analysis conducted, results obtained will be used by the contractor in the project implementation to avoid any delay in the execution of the project.